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DAKOTA SUPPLIES EXPANDS SALES & DISTRIBUTION IN CHINA
WITH MOPPITT® CHINA PTY
Dakota Supplies of Canada, in a partnership with its manufacturing supplier, Strong Holdings Group, has created a
Chinese-based subsidiary for the distribution of moppitt® products to the hotel, rail, RV, medical and other
relevant industries directly within the Republic of China.
As a new entity, moppitt® China PTY, is launching a new sales and marketing team to identify product gaps within
the Chinese target markets, specifically those looking at innovative products for industries that require small space
quick cleans.

®

The moppitt is an innovative new way to clean. Touch-less and compact, the all-in-one cleaning system has
revolutionized traditional cleaning methods. The user can effectively clean lavatory seats, sinks, tables and floors
without ever touching the contaminated surface which is a more hygienic way to clean. They also do not have to
get down on their hands and knees with rags to clean. The extendable pole provides an easy way to clean hard to
reach surfaces. Eliminate slips, trips and falls and worry less about the mess!
About moppitt® China
moppitt® China will be an independent subsidiary of Strong Holding Group, a company that was established in
1994 and is located in the province in Zhejiang, China. They manufacture products for many household brands.
Besides developing new products with clients and researching advanced technical processes in the plastic industry,
they also make OEM parts for customers. They are a low-cost manufacturer that has earned the trust of customers
by providing quality products and by pursuing aggressive development of profitable business opportunities.
About Dakota Supplies Inc. and moppitt
Dakota Supplies is a Canadian company, developer, and distributor of cleaning solutions for commercial
transportation (airline, train, bus, coach, RV) and hospitality (hotels, restaurant) industries with a product called

®

moppitt compliments the multibillion-dollar transportation industry addressing an unmet market need to help
customers: improve health and safety and protect their brand and corporate assets through enhanced cleanliness.
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